, an efficient head and texture models. Shape is defined as the set of landmarks and facial feature tracker combining a robust feature-based 3D used to best describe the contour of the object of interest pose estimator with the active model, allowing AAM to be (i.e. the face), while texture is defined as the set of pixel more accurate and flexible, is proposed. In [17], Dornaika and values across the object of interest. A shape vector is obtained J. Ahlberg address the 3D tracking of pose and animation of by concatenating the coordinates of all landmark points, as the human face in monocular image sequences using AAM, the (11, 12, .., 1CL, Yi, Y2, .., YL)T, where L is the number of main contribution being that for the search algorithm, CPU-landmark points. A shape model is then obtained by applying time is not dependent on the dimension of the face space. The PCA on the set of aligned shapes basic idea is to use the synthesis results associated with the old frame instead of carrying it out in the iterative search. s = + b55
illumination and occlusions of the tracked object. When not technique, aimed to meet the requirements and constraints controlled, any one of these sources of variability is enough imposed by the embedded software systems. The technique to cause a tracking algorithm to lose its target.
highly relies on a statistical face model, specially designed so Various methods have been proposed to overcome these that to insure robustness to head pose variations and changes challenges and the literature on face-tracking is abundant. in the illumination conditions. The outline of this paper is as According to [1] , face tracking methods could be classified follows. Section II summarizes the main steps in generating into three main groups: low level feature approaches, template and fitting a face appearance model of shape and texture. In matching approaches and statistical inference approaches. The Section III we investigate how a robust AAM-based face tracklow level feature approaches [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] make use ing application can be designed. We propose in this section of low level face knowledge, such as skin color, background a new training method for generating a face model, robust to knowledge (background subtraction or rectangular features) head pose variations as well as to changes in the illumination or motion information to track faces. The template matching conditions. The proposed training method allows us to further approaches involved tracking contours with snakes [8] , 3D apply the fast AAM technique for optimizing the parameters face model matching [9] , [10] , [11] , shape and face template of our improved model. The AAM-based face tracking scheme matching and wavelet networks matching. In [11] , Mittrapiya-is then described in Section III-B. The robustness of the face nuruk et al. present a new method for tracking rigid objects tracking technique is then analysed in Section IV, based on using a modified version of the AAM, making the algorithm preliminary tests on two standard video datasets. Finally, the robust to partial and self occlusion of objects. AAM [12] is conclusions of our research are drawn in Section V. generally considered a complex deformable template model which has previously been applied to still images as well as II. SHAPE AND TEXTURE MODELS OF APPEARANCE for tracking [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] . In tracking, AAM has been successfully used as a stand-alone method [13] , [14] , Face appearance variability is modelled using separate shape as well as extended to 3D models. In [15] , an efficient head and texture models. Shape is defined as the set of landmarks and facial feature tracker combining a robust feature-based 3D used to best describe the contour of the object of interest pose estimator with the active model, allowing AAM to be (i.e. the face), while texture is defined as the set of pixel more accurate and flexible, is proposed. In [17], Dornaika and values across the object of interest. A shape vector is obtained J. Ahlberg address the 3D tracking of pose and animation of by concatenating the coordinates of all landmark points, as the human face in monocular image sequences using AAM, the (11, 12, . ., 1CL, Yi, Y2, .., YL)T, where L is the number of main contribution being that for the search algorithm, CPU-landmark points. A shape model is then obtained by applying time is not dependent on the dimension of the face space. The PCA on the set of aligned shapes basic idea is to use the synthesis results associated with the old frame instead of carrying it out in the iterative search. s = + b55 (
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where s = ZE siiS the mean shape vector, with Ns the attribute of a digital image. It is known that the variance i=l introduced by changes in illumination can be higher than the number of shape observations; I.s is the matrix having as its variance introduced by identity changes. Thus, it is essential columns the eigenvectors; bs defines the set of parameters of to find a way of dealing with illumination. the shape model.
Our face tracking approach in this paper is based on mod-
To obtain the texture model, face patches are first warped elling the appearance of the face. We thus try to model also into the mean shape based on a triangulation algorithm. Then a the variability which can be introduced by directional lighting. texture vector (tl, t2, . tp)T is built for each training image Yet, it was shown that AAM cannot be successfully applied by sampling the values across the warped (shape-normalized) on images where important variations in the illumination patches, with P being the number of texture samples. The conditions are present [22] . This is because the estimated texture model is also derived by means of PCA on the texture gradient specializes around the mean of the dataset it is built vectors from. On the other hand, by modelling only identity variability t = t + -JDtbt, [12] . This is based on A special face database was used for extracting the dithe approximation that a linear relationship exists between the rectional lighting eigenspace and for modelling changes in residual texture error, which is given by the difference between the illumination conditions. This database shows a number of the query and the modelled images, and the error in the model individuals in fixed frontal pose, while only the position of a parameters. This approximation enables the use of a fixed light source is being altered. gradient matrix for iteratively updating the parameters. The Employing the texture model in (4) we are now able to gradient matrix can be estimated offline from a set of training solve the AAM illumination variability problem by projecting images. AAM appeared as an alternative to the standard out the appearance variation introduced by directional lighting, optimization technique, which is computationally expensive, as shown in (5), (6 A face detection stage is firstly employed in order to obtain an initial rough estimate of the face position, 2D rotation angle, where 1s_posb spose and J.s_idbs_id denote the separation and scale. These estimates are used to initialize the statistical between head pose and identity attributes of the shape model. model inside the image frame. We then distinguish between In order to obtain a robust face tracking application, we two separate stages of model fitting. As long as the model is need to account also for the possible changes in the illumina-able to model the face it means that the face tracking task tion conditions. Illumination conditions are a very important is also being carried out. During the first stage of fitting the model, all parameters need to be optimized, i.e. the shape pa-V. CONCLUSIONS rameters (including head pose) and texture parameters, as well We analysed in this paper the possibility of using AAM- 
